
The Way Forward for Self Driving Cars
A General Perspective

Quite possibly, the first wide reaching and profound integration of personal robots in society.
-Lex Fridman, MIT



https://99percentinvisible.org/article/crash-course-headed-autonomous-utopia-driverless-dystopia/


How would you imagine a future with Self Driving Cars?



Do you imagine working on your commute?



Maybe taking meetings on the road?



Do you imagine your groceries delivered?



Do you imagine our cities changed?



Autonomous driving will enable a new 
“Passenger Economy” worth US$7 trillion 
– according to Intel study

53 Companies have acquired licenses to 
test Self Driving Cars on California roads

docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14TIDFbs5hHkSqJv31-C-wMN5sOyC7HknzfBi4rXGM8c/
https://newsroom.intel.com/newsroom/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2017/05/passenger-economy.pdf


• Cities expanded

• Lives improved
• Over 3400 deaths in traffic each day worldwide (acc. WHO in 2015)

• About 50000 injuries in traffic each day worldwide (acc. WHO in 2015)

• Cost of mobility reduced

• Enabled mobility for:
• Blind

• Elderly

• Young

• Disabled

Societal perspective &
Consequenses

http://www.who.int/violence_injury_prevention/road_traffic/en/


Pipeline for a mobile robot (Self Driving Car)

http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/its/UNIK4690/


Definitions of Autonomy (by SAE)

• Level 1 – “Hands on” driver assistance systems (Adaptive Cruise Control)

• Level 2 – “Hands off” driver assistance systems (Tesla Model S,≡,X)

• Level 3 – “Eyes off”, but ready to intervene within some limited time

• Level 4 – Fully self driving within a certain area or under certain conditions

• Level 5 – Fully self driving everywhere under all conditions



Top Players

1. Waymo

2. Tesla

3. GM

4. Baidu

5. Ford

? Zoox



Waymo

• Heavy focus on Simulation
• 25k cars running 24/7
• 4,4 billion km total

• 8 000 000 km driven on road
• 0.18 disengagements per 1600 km (1000miles)

• Launched level 4 system in Phoenix Arizona fall of 2017
• Aiming for ridesharing in certain areas

• Formerly google self driving project (2009-2016)
• have access to all of googles resources

https://waymo.com/ontheroad/


Tesla

• High focus on vision/camera
• Internal research on AI

• Struggled after split with Mobileye

• Close to 300k cars on the road
• Massive fleet learning (when autopilot is engaged)

• Approach: “Enable your car to make money for you when you aren't 
using it”

https://www.tesla.com/no_NO/blog/master-plan-part-deux


GM (Cruise)

• Testing in challenging environment
• San Francisco
• New York

• 212 000 km driven on road in 2017
• 0.8 disengagements per 1600 km (1000 miles)

• 100 years of car manufacturing experience
• Building the vehicle from ground up

• Acquired Strobe (Lidar company) in fall of 2017 

• Deploying self-driving cars as a Commercial service in 2019

https://techcrunch.com/2018/02/01/california-dmv-disengagement-report-reveals-self-driving-improvements/


Baidu

• The Google of China

• Open sourced a Self Driving Car 
platform called “Apollo”
• Aims to sell HD maps as a service



Ford

• Planning to spend US$11 billion on Evs
by 2022

• Invested US$1 billion in Argo AI in 2017

• Working on delivery services with Domino’s and Postmates

• Started testing of level 4 system in Miami
• ride-hailing and deliveries



Zoox

• Valuated at US$2 billion

• Top talent from Apple, Tesla, Ferrari
Nvidia, NASA ++

• Currently in Stealth mode

• Aims to provide the next generation 
of mobility-as-a-service 
in urban environments

http://www.afr.com/brand/afr-magazine/inside-zoox-the-2b-selfdriving-car-startup-led-by-a-melburnian-20170816-gxx781
https://spectrum.ieee.org/transportation/advanced-cars/meet-zoox-the-robotaxi-startup-taking-on-google-and-uber
https://www.drivingthenation.com/zoox-a-new-car-design-for-autonomous-vehicles/


Observations

• Machine Learning is a key technology for all players

• All need billions of miles – “Data is the new oil”

• Prediction, Scene understanding
and Social interactions 
as the toughest challenges

• All companies located in Silicon
Valley and/or Pittsburgh

https://medium.com/@rohitrpatil/basic-linear-algebra-for-deep-learning-f537825b278f


Reflections

Some questions arise:

• When will we be able to use self driving cars as a part of our everyday life?

• What paths can be taken to be a part of this billion dollar industry?

• Why is there so much talent on self driving cars focused in and around Silicon 
Valley and Pittsburgh?

What about road situations not defined by law and regulations?

https://weburbanist.com/2017/03/28/autonomous-trap-artist-uses-ritual-magic-to-capture-driverless-cars/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiwVMrTLUWg&feature=youtu.be&t=659
https://selfdrivingcars.mit.edu/


http://cs231n.stanford.edu/
https://www.ri.cmu.edu/pub_files/2007/4/Tartan_Racing.pdf
https://www.darpa.mil/news-events/2014-03-13
http://robots.stanford.edu/papers/thrun.stanley05.pdf


Winning Teams

http://www.fieldrobotics.org/users/alonzo/pubs/papers/JFR_08_Boss.pdf
http://robots.stanford.edu/papers/junior08.pdf


Status 10 years after

http://velodynelidar.com/blog/it-began-with-a-race/


Status on Self Driving Cars today

• Level 5 autonomy still far away
• Most predictions at around 10 years



Status on Self Driving Cars today

• Autonomous technology will be implemented incrementally
• Taxi and delivery services in certain areas will be the first to come 

https://nuro.ai/
https://youtu.be/pNpH4G-hoIY


Status on Self Driving Cars today

• Self driving cars is a complex problem beyond autonomy alone
• The fully autonomous vehicle of the future is going to require lots of new technologies 

across many different categories.



https://www.reddit.com/r/SelfDrivingCars/


What About Norway?

https://appliedabstractions.com/2016/09/03/norway-and-self-driving-cars/
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/matnat/its/UNIK4490/index-eng.html


• Challenging roads and complicated terrain

• Arctic conditions and varying weather

• Strong academic environment in cybernetics

• High adaptation rate of new technologies

• Focused on environmental issues and innovation
• Our zero emission goals aligns with the benefits of a future where autonomous vehicles are integrated in society

• The highest density of electric cars in the world
• 5-7 years ahead of other countries when it comes to converting the car park to be fully electric

• The Norwegian Ministry of Transport just issued a Law on testing of self driving vehicles

Advantages in Norway

https://qvartz.com/wp-content/uploads/FinansAvisen_Car_Article.pdf?x42197


Predictions

• A high stake competition will create talent in the field of the 
competition

• If such a competition has a fixed set of hardware, the challenge will 
be about the software

• Working with hardware similar to what’s used in self driving cars 
would create relevant competitive competence in the field

https://youtu.be/sNErAQm7YLg?t=298


Roborace

https://youtu.be/2oBnWsVhJms
https://youtu.be/senkCtqf_18


Proposal

A Norwegian challenge where;

1. There is a fixed set of hardware requirements close enough to what is used in 
self driving cars today 

2. The vehicle is compatible with existing robot championships (Folkrace class)
• RobotSM (Sweden) – Birth place of Folkrace
• Robotex (Estonia) – Europe’s largest robot competition

3. There is a high stake/high reward
4. Participation is open for everyone

• Norwegians or people studying in Norway

5. It is held annually
6. It is organized in such a way that it will facilitate research on the challenges 

for self driving cars

Will facilitate competence and talent in the field of self driving vehicles

https://youtu.be/id_as4zTsuo?t=60
https://youtu.be/8glT9sQ6UDI
https://github.com/takeitallsource/awesome-autonomous-vehicles


Reaper – A realistic Approach to Self Driving Cars

• Nvidia Jetson TX1

• Hokuyo UST-10LX (Lidar)

• Structure IO

• Team Associated RC18

• Scanse Sweep (Lidar)

• Front facing Camera

• All parts Titanium, Aluminum, Carbon

© Eirik Kvalheim



https://docs.google.com/document/d/111H5knhPOGx9lSkrDE80Rm-nz_QYZdf4JARc6eL58Eo/
https://medium.com/@mimoralea/so-you-want-to-become-a-self-driving-car-engineer-209d4b0b59e2


Questions?

https://techcrunch.com/tag/self-driving-cars/

